Second event of the brand new ABW Café Series!

After the success of the first event, where ABW Managing Director Robert Monné shared more about ABW 2024 strategy and outlook, we are happy to announce the second guest of this series: Prof. Joaquim Gromicho!

The Talk

Today, we have more data than ever before, and at Analytics for a Better World, we share smart ways to harvest data that help making the world a better place. This is where the real magic of finding the best possible solutions, or "optimization," comes into play. In this talk, Prof. Gromicho will make this magic a bit easier to understand, through explaining what works really well, why it works, and how we deal with tough problems to come up with excellent solutions.

Although optimization covers a huge area, Prof. Gromicho will focus on geospatial optimization, within the domain of PISA. You will learn how to find the quickest routes that use real roads and the best locations to place services that can be conveniently accessed. And the cool part? We'll use some public and well documented Python code that you can try out by yourself after the talk, if you feel like playing and do the magic. It's like a sneak peek into the heart of how PISA works.

Think of this talk as a simple way to get a glimpse into what happens behind the scenes of optimization. So, join us as we take a closer look at how optimization can change the way we tackle challenges and make decisions.

When?
February 28th, 2024, from 17:00 to 18:00 CET.

Where?
Zoom meeting link: https://uva-live.zoom.us/j/89511498351?pwd=aDhKQ1dxcWpHbE9zMTVvYW1jZVNUZz09
Meeting ID: 895 1149 8351
Passcode: ABWCafe

About Prof. Joaquim Gromicho

Joaquim Gromicho is Science and Education Officer at ORTEC and Professor of Business Analytics at the University of Amsterdam. At ABW, he is contributing to Research projects as a PhD/MSc supervisor, as a lecturer in the ABW Academy and in advanced analytics projects as the Lead Architect, specializing in prescriptions from large scale data driven mathematical optimization models.
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